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Abstract Visual servoing uses the visual information provided by cameras to control the movement 
of a robotic system. This paper presents an international on-line course aimed at BSc, MSc and PhD 
students in this subject. The course lasted for eight weeks, and its objective was to provide a general 
vision of those aspects related to the course theme including a special incentive: the professors 
teaching the course were the most important experts in this field at a global level, signifying that the 
students were able to gain access to a potentially higher quality of teaching than that available at an 
individual traditional university.
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Visual servoing is a technique which uses the visual information provided by  
artificial vision cameras to control a robot’s movements. This control technique 
increases the flexibility of robotic systems and is among those currently undergoing 
a boom.

Continuing education is, on the other hand, more than simply complementary 
education, but is a necessity for those professionals or academics who wish to remain 
up-to-date in several disciplines such as engineering. This paper therefore presents 
an on-line training system for the teaching of visual servoing in engineering, which 
allows its students to connect to the course website and complete training units to 
which they have controlled access, i.e., they initially have access to only one unit 
until it has been successfully completed, at which point they are able to access the 
subsequent one. A further feature of additional note is the existence of a ‘forum of 
experts’, made up of the course teachers.

Each teaching unit was divided into three parts:

• The unit’s basic contents, in which the students had access to one or more theory 
subjects in pdf format which they had to read and understand;

• Widening of their knowledge through participation in a forum and through modi-
fications of the code and algorithms seen in the teaching unit. After completing 
the study stage in each thematic unit (and before being able to move on to the 
next unit) it was necessary to successfully complete the final part;

• Evaluation of acquired knowledge through a test. The teacher(s) of the course’s 
didactic unit set pieces of work and/or exercises that the students had to complete 
and send to the teacher, who evaluated them and made a note of the progress 
made in each subject.
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Once each training unit had been successfully evaluated, the students were able to 
pass to the next unit, such that once all the units in the visual servoing course had 
been completed they would receive a course progress certificate.

One of the pedagogic objectives of this on-line course was that the students would 
understand the great potential of forums, in which criticising the information found 
may be of great help in both this and other subjects. The course page therefore had 
an associated forum to allow the students to compare their ideas and results both 
with their fellow students and with the course’s teaching staff. The teachers on this 
on-line course were one of its greatest differentiating characteristics since they were 
experts of the highest prestige at a global level in the visual servoing area.

Finally, this paper presents a study of the repercussions that the course had upon 
the work that the students carried out. This shows that some of the students have 
had a large amount of work published since their participation on this course. We 
conclude with a description of the interaction between the students and their teach-
ers, which has been one of the course´s major achievements.

Background and motivation

New developments in computers and multimedia creation programmes have allowed 
many teachers to digitise teaching material. Both the capacity for content creation 
and its technical quality and finish have increased, with resulting positive repercus-
sions on the quantity and quality of students’ access to information, particularly in 
distance learning. This may either replace or be complementary to traditional 
methods. Process simulators or computer simulated practices thus allow students to 
study without being tied to a rigid timetable and physical location.

The cost of equipment and security are some of the most important restrictions 
in the teaching of robotics. Consequently, recent years have seen a huge emergence 
of tele-robotics and virtual laboratories with which to support a great variety  
of control theory, robot programming, tele-operation and trajectory planning  
disciplines.1–4 Visual servoing techniques use the information provided by one or 
several cameras to control a robot’s movement. Although the first systems of  
this type date back to the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s, a true 
increase in publications dealing with this theme did not take place until the middle 
of the 1990s, and was owing to the availability of computational power of vision 
systems. Existing technology currently allows the realisation of low-cost visual 
servoing tasks, and its bibliography is now so extensive that it is even available 
in book shops (such as ViSP 10, which allow the implementation of visual control 
schemas). Therefore, one of the fundamental objectives of the course was to provide 
the students with an electronic bibliography both at a theoretical and a practical 
level.

In order to achieve the fixed objectives with an on-line Internet course the students 
worked with a visual servoing Simulator which they were able to download from 
the course website and install, test and modify. The use of crossed platforms and 
network-aware technology was decisive in the good working of the application. A 
basic knowledge of computing and structured programming allowed the students to 
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implement new visual servoing algorithms and to carry out tests with them. The 
course’s theoretical and practical material was prepared by the most highly recog-
nized researchers in Europe, Japan, the United States and Australia. All teaching 
took place via the Internet using the Moodle course management system and a total 
of 20 students from Europe, America and Asia participated on it.

However, one of the problems with these advanced learning techniques is the 
evaluation of knowledge acquired by students. The aptitude tests that have to be 
carried out require the student’s physical presence. In our case this problem was 
sometimes solved by the teachers carrying out personalised tests for each student, 
thus avoiding the student’s presence in a final test.

Objectives

The creation of a system of this nature necessitates the same amount of time and 
dedication regardless of the number of people by whom it will be used, so the effort 
made is justified by the amount of potential students who may be interested in par-
ticipating on the course and who may do so again in the future.

The Internet is currently one of the most useful tools for teaching but, as occurs 
with any tool, an in-depth knowledge of it is necessary if full advantage is to be 
taken of its potential. During the realisation of this course through the Internet, a 
guided tutorial took place to allow the students to learn the specific philosophy 
necessary to surf the ‘Net’ and to discover particular classic websites containing both 
theoretical and practical information concerning visual servoing. Table 1 shows how 
the teaching on this course was structured into thematic units. The programme also 
considered a structure of exercises, shown in Table 2.

Moodle for robotics

Moodle is a course management system (CMS). It is free software with open code 
packages, designed according to pedagogic principles to allow teachers to create 
on-line courses.

Figure 1 shows the course’s navigation window. It is important to emphasise that 
all the material created to access the Web was obtained without writing a single line 
of HTML code. Moodle provides all the models which are necessary to create and 
hang the Web pages and multimedia files, along with the forums, chats, etc. The 
‘course planner’ organises the tasks during the realisation itself, and gradually pres-
ents information to the students as the weeks go by and they successfully complete 
the contents.

Table 3 lists the teachers who participated. They are the eight recognised experts 
in visual servoing at a global level:

The course teachers all found the user interface extremely useful, and despite 
having no prior experience of using Moodle, none needed special instructions to 
teach the course with it. 20 students, mainly European, with some Asian and Latin 
American students, enrolled on the course. Almost none of them had had any previ-
ous experience in using Moodle, but all quickly adapted to it.
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TABLE 1 Organisation of taught subjects into thematic units

Subject 1 (W1): Introduction to 
visual servoing

1.1. Introduction
1.2. Visual servoing schemas
1.3. Homogenous transformations
1.4. Movement of rigid solids
1.5. The fundamentals of computer vision
1.6. Robot cinematics and dynamics
1.7. Sensor-based control: task function summary
1.8. Applications of visual servoing systems

Subject 2 (W2): Visual servoing 
modelling

2.1. 2D visual characteristics
2.2. Trajectory planning in the image
2.3. 3D characteristics
2.4. Omni-directional vision
2.5. Linked vision and structured light

Subject 3 (W3): Classical 
approximations

3.1. Image-based visual servoing
3.2. Position-based visual servoing

Subject 4 (W4 &W5): Hybrid 
approximations

4.1. 2½D
4.2. 2D visual servoing approximations
4.3. Switching approximations
4.4. E2D visual servoing

Subject 5 (W6 &W7): Advanced approximations of image based visual servoing
5.1. Intrinsic-free visual servoing
5.2. Visual servoing using Second order efficient minimisation
5.3. Task sequencing for visual servoing

Subject 6 (W8 & W 9): Robustness
7.1. Introduction to the robustness of visual servoing systems
7.2. Visibility restrictions
7.3. Image Outliers
7.3. Integration of real characteristics for visual servoing

Subject 7 (W9): Applications

TABLE 2 Set exercises with completion dates

W1 Introduction to visual servoing (Ex.1: exercises and test)
W2 Visual servoing modeling (Ex.2: exercises and test) (DEADLINE Ex.1: 27/10)
W3 Classical approximations (Ex.3: practical exercises) (DEADLINE Ex.2: 4/11)
W4 Hybrid approximations (I) (Ex.4: Practical exercises) (DEADLINE Ex.3: 11/11)
W5 Hybrid approximations (II) (DEADLINE Ex.4: 17/11)
W6 Advanced approximations of 

image-based control (I)
(Ex.5: practical exercises)

W7 Advanced approximations of 
image-based control (II)

(DEADLINE Ex.5: 2/12)

W8 Robustness (I) (Ex. 6: practical exercises)
W9 Robustness (II) & Applications (DEADLINE Ex.6: 16/12)

The course material consisted of presentation files of the subjects and of refer-
ences to relevant papers, (thus promoting Internet searching). Material could be 
downloaded in pdf from the course website (promoting the use of additional mate-
rial). Some of the presentations had additional audio content, which was very well 
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received by the students. At the end of each subject the students had to complete 
exercises and tests and then send their answers directly to the course website. The 
teachers provided feedback electronically via the website.

This also created discussions and interaction in the course forum, which gave the 
students direct access to the teachers, thus generating feedback from the expert who 
had taught the subject. Although the conversations (in the forum) were, on occasions, 
rather slow as a result of the time difference in various countries (both for the teach-
ers and for the students), this did not pose a considerable problem as regards satis-
faction with its use.

The system monitored each of the users’ activities, thus allowing it to detect 
problems in the functioning of tools and enabling tracking of the students’ continu-

Fig. 1 Moodle interface of visual servoing on-line course.

TABLE 3 Participating teachers and affiliations

Peter Corke CSIRO, Australia
François Chaumette IRISA, France
Ezio Malis INRIA, France
Philippe Martinet Blaise Pascal University, France
Danica Kragic KTH, Sweden
Koichi Hashimoto Tohoku University, Japan
Greg Hager JHU, USA
Seth Hutchinson UIUC, USA
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ation on the course. As Fig. 2 shows, it was possible to monitor the number of 
accesses and the time taken by each user, his/her IP address and the contents 
accessed. Thus it was possible to find out in some detail the situation of a student 
not connecting to the course over several weeks. In this case the organisers sent 
e-mails to the student and were able to discover whether this was owing to the 
restrictions of their work or was caused by specific problems with their Internet 
connection.

Multi-platform simulation software

The first requirement for the software on a distance course is that it must be compat-
ible with any platform (Windows, Unix/Linux, MAC). The use of multi-platform 
development kits, which are easy to download and install, is necessary in such cases. 
In the past, we have worked with MATLAB toolboxes,9 but there are other software 
packages for robotics such as ViSP,10 which is very powerful but is only available 
for certain platforms. We eventually chose JaViSS,11 an object-oriented multi-plat-
form simulation software. Visual servoing tasks can be defined in a flexible and 
extendable manner for cameras anchored to Cartesian movements or to serial link 
manipulators (industrial robot arms), thus providing 3D visualisation in real time 
from the control camera or from external auxiliary cameras. Another of the software 
packages used for the tracking modules were the ESM bookshops.13

Fig. 2 Database of accesses made to Server.
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The main window of the simulator and the user interface are shown in Fig. 3 and 
consist of:

• A task properties panel to upload and save the parameters (characteristics, initial 
and desired position, control parameters).

• A task parameter panel, which selects the features option and certain task param-
eters (gain, sampling time, error threshold), along with the interaction matrix (in 
the equilibrium or in the current interation). This includes two buttons to begin 
and end the simulation.

• An output log panel, in which the user defines the names of the files in which 
the output files will be stored.

• Camera views. In the frontal panel presented, the left-hand view shows the image 
of the camera which is mounted on the robot’s end effecter, while the right-hand 
image is obtained from an external camera.

• Element control panel, which allows any object in the scene to be moved: the 
user configuration to move the arm (articular movement), the characteristic 
object or the external observation cameras (Cartesian movement).

The students were encouraged not only to carry out simulations by analysing their 
results, but to also to create new control algorithms and test them. To do this, they 
were able to download the source code, modify, compile and execute it. The simula-
tor is entirely programmed in Java,14 which is both a programming language and a 
platform. As its designers state, it is a high-level language with neutral architecture, 
and is object oriented, portable, distributed, high loan, multithread, robust, dynamic 
and secure.

In Java, the source code files are not compiled in the processor’s native language. 
Instead, it generates bytecodes, the machine code of Java Virtual Machine. The 

Fig. 3 Graphic user interface of visual servoing simulator.
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Java Launcher Tool executes the application with an instance to Java Virtual 
Machine. Since Java Virtual Machine is available for several operative systems, 
the same compiled code is capable of working in Microsoft Windows, Linux or 
MacOS.

Teachers and students were able to install JaViSS in both Windows and in Linux 
without any difficulties. JaViSS does not have plotting commands to show the results 
of the simulations. All the information generated is stored in a file in ASCII format. 
Data can be converted into graphs by using any Standard programme such as 
MATLAB or gnuplot, as is shown in Fig. 4 (the course website provided examples 
to plot each data registration by using the gnuplot tool).

Course forum

The course forum was divided into two parts, of which one was private and could 
only be accessed by the course students, and the other was public and could be 
accessed by any internaut who was not enrolled.

Participation in the forum was distributed in such a way that a set of experts 
participated in each of the units (Table 4).

Fig. 4 Graphs of a typical visual servoing task simulation.
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Repercussions of the course for participating students

20 students were enrolled on the course, all of whom participated actively. After 
participating on the course, four people have defended their doctoral theses23,20,35,39 
on the theme, one person has presented his MSc in Spain29, and several papers have 
been published in international congresses and journals.

Of the 20 course participants, 55% (11 of them) have had some sort of work 
relating to the course theme published after its completion, 36% of these being  
first-time publications on visual servoing. 21 participants have published in interna-
tional congresses or conferences (related to visual servoing) after completing the 
course:15–18,21,22,40–55 5 have been published in Lecture Notes:31,32,34,36,37 and 3 in 
indexed journals:19,30,33 (see Fig. 5). Some of the course participants have published 
a large amount of research work a year after completing the course.41–45

Another relevant issue which should be highlighted is the close contact that has 
been established between teachers and students; 30% of students claim to have 
maintained some type of contact with the course teachers. Indeed, two of them 
(student X and student Y) have published relevant papers together with some of the 
professors (Kragic, Hutchinson and Cervera).

TABLE 4 Participation of experts in the forum

W1 Prof. P. Martinet (IFMA-France)
W2 Prof. D. Kragic (KTH-Sweden) 
W3 Dr E. Cervera (UJI-Spain) & Dr N. Garcia (UMH-Spain)
W4 Prof. G. Hager (JHU-USA) & Prof. K. Hashimoto (IC-Japan)
W5 Prof. S. Hutchinson (UIUC-USA) & Prof. P. Corke (CSIRO-Australia)
W6 Prof. E. Malis (INRIA-France)
W7 Prof. F. Chaumette (IRISA-France) 
W8 Dr E. Cervera (UJI-Spain) & Dr N. Garcia (UMH-Spain)
W9 Dr E. Cervera(UJI-Spain) & Dr N. Garcia (UMH-Spain)

Fig. 5 Type of publications.

1

2
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Figure 6 shows the number of publications per student after completing the course. 
The average number of publications for all students is 2.05, and the average number 
of publications between students with some publication is 3.72.

An analysis of the teachers’ and students’ activities during the course may provide 
us with an idea of the dedication to and advantage taken of the course respectively. 
The teacher’s participation consisted of an average of approximately 8% (Fig. 7). 
We should, however, highlight an important aspect of the grading. The participation 

Fig. 6 Graph of publications by students after the course.

Fig. 7 Activity graph of teachers measured as number of participations (forum, 
documentation, etc.).

3
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of all of the teachers was exceptional, but since we are dealing with data in percent-
ages, and owing to the extremely high level of participation by two members, the 
ratio of the others is lower, signifying that we should not lose sight of the dedication 
of all of them.

As regards the students, their participation in % coincides with the publications 
obtained after their papers had been written (compare the data in Fig. 8 to those in 
Fig. 6). The student with the greatest number of website visits also had the greatest 
number of publications of the participants, although it is also true that other students 
participated very actively on the course and have not had their research on this theme 
published.

Conclusions

As this course has shown, distance learning can break down physical and temporal 
limitations to study, and improve some educative systems which are currently defec-
tive. The extension of tutored teaching of a distance nature allows better results to 
be obtained and a better yield of distance hours that students can dedicate to a subject 
or theme. It also constitutes an important tool for continuous education, giving 
current postgraduate distance learning courses an important experimental set up.

Furthermore, the speed of present-day Internet connections offers the possibility 
of quality distance teaching with a large quantity of material, which has hitherto not 
been possible. This also opens up a whole new range of possibilities for developing 
countries or regions which would have limited access to teaching material which is 
usually expensive. In addition, even in developing countries, the study possibilities 
for disabled people increase enormously thanks to facilities which imply that they 
can be educated in their own homes.

This paper describes a satisfactory experience of running an on-line robot visual 
servoing course, along with the resources that were necessary to plan and manage 

Fig. 8 Activity graph of students measured as number of participations (forum, 
documentation, etc.).

4
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the educational activities. Moreover, both the teachers and the students rate the 
learning experience as being highly satisfactory. The current advances in tele-
robotics and tele-laboratories could make it possible to run a course using real robots 
and yet maintaining security guarantees in the future. Multi-platform or cross-plat-
form languages allow a large number of students to use the applications developed, 
which can easily be placed on the Internet. The modifications to the course were 
made thanks to the contributions of the students and teachers, who indirectly carried 
out a large testing task of the applications involved. We have also worked to make 
the simulator as realistic as possible by incorporating the manipulators’ dynamics. 
With regard to the repercussions of the course, although we are unable to quantify 
them numerically, the course organisers were satisfied with the success attained after 
analysing the data shown in Section 7, and we have received comments from the 
teachers and students, both while the course was taking place and at present whilst 
writing this report (3 years later).
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